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Attention bias toward threat is associated with
exaggerated fear expression and impaired
extinction in PTSD

N. Fani1,2,3*, E. B. Tone1, J. Phifer2, S. D. Norrholm2,3, B. Bradley2,3, K. J. Ressler2,4, A. Kamkwalala2

and T. Jovanovic2

1 Department of Psychology, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA, USA
2 Department of Psychiatry, Emory University School of Medicine, Atlanta, GA, USA
3 Atlanta VA Medical Center, Decatur, GA, USA
4 Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Chevy Chase, MD, USA

Background. Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) develops in a minority of traumatized individuals. Attention

biases to threat and abnormalities in fear learning and extinction are processes likely to play a critical role in the

creation and/or maintenance of PTSD symptomatology. However, the relationship between these processes has not

been established, particularly in highly traumatized populations ; understanding their interaction can help inform

neural network models and treatments for PTSD.

Method. Attention biases were measured using a dot probe task modified for use with our population ; task stimuli

included photographs of angry facial expressions, which are emotionally salient threat signals. A fear-potentiated

startle paradigm was employed to measure atypical physiological response during acquisition and extinction phases

of fear learning. These measures were administered to a sample of 64 minority (largely African American), highly

traumatized individuals with and without PTSD.

Results. Participants with PTSD demonstrated attention biases toward threat ; this attentional style was associated

with exaggerated startle response during fear learning and early and middle phases of extinction, even after

accounting for the effects of trauma exposure.

Conclusions. Our findings indicate that an attentional bias toward threat is associated with abnormalities in ‘ fear

load ’ in PTSD, providing seminal evidence for an interaction between these two processes. Future research

combining these behavioral and psychophysiological techniques with neuroimaging will be useful toward addressing

how one process may modulate the other and understanding whether these phenomena are manifestations of

dysfunction within a shared neural network. Ultimately, this may serve to inform PTSD treatments specifically

designed to correct these atypical processes.

Received 15 February 2011 ; Revised 11 July 2011 ; Accepted 18 July 2011 ; First published online 22 August 2011

Key words : Attention bias, extinction, fear, PTSD, startle, threat.

Introduction

Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a debilitating

condition that can develop in the aftermath of psycho-

logical trauma. Given that a minority of individuals

develop PTSD after a traumatic experience (Kessler

et al. 1995 ; Liebschutz et al. 2007), researchers have

examined symptom manifestations, including intrus-

ive trauma re-experiencing and hyperarousal, to guide

investigation of specific underlying cognitive and

physiological processes. Two associated processes

have been highlighted in integrative theories of

anxious psychopathology (Bishop, 2007) : attention

biases to threat-related cues ; atypical fear condition-

ing/extinction processes.

With regard to the former, behavioral findings

suggest that individuals with PTSD preferentially al-

locate attentional resources toward threat-related cues

(Buckley et al. 2000). Attention biases to trauma stim-

uli, whether in the form of facilitated orientation to or

delayed disengagement from such cues, are highly

maladaptive in the absence of actual threat. Such

biases preclude adequate processing of corrective

information and lead to an inefficient cognitive pro-

cessing style, disrupting downstream processes such

as explicit memory retrieval.

* Address for correspondence : N. Fani, Ph.D., Department of

Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, Emory University, School of

Medicine, 49 Jesse Hill Jr. Ave, Atlanta, GA 30303, USA.

(Email : nfani@emory.edu)
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Evidence for these biases has largely emerged from

modified Stroop tasks, although other tasks, including

lexical decision-making tasks, have also been used

(Pineles et al. 2007). Stroop studies have highlighted

clear processing disruptions during attention to

trauma-related words in PTSD (McNally et al. 1990,

1993 ; Foa et al. 1991 ; Cassiday et al. 1992; Kaspi et al.

1995 ; Vrana et al. 1995 ; Dalgleish et al. 2003). However,

the Stroop is limited in its ability to measure attention

biases, i.e. facilitated orientation toward, or avoidance

of, these cues. In this regard, another task, the dot

probe, has inherent strengths ; it is equipped to

measure direction of bias and, given that it can ac-

commodate words or images, can be a more precise

and adaptable measure for examining attention biases.

Further, it does not require semantic processing, un-

like the Stroop or other lexically based tasks. However,

only a minority of PTSD attention bias studies

have employed this measure (Bryant & Harvey, 1995 ;

Dalgleish et al. 2003 ; Elsesser et al. 2004, 2005 ; Pine

et al. 2005 ; Fani et al. 2010). Findings from these studies

have been mixed with regard to direction or type of

bias and a select few used stimuli that were directly

relevant to participants’ trauma(s).

In sum, more precise and adaptable attention bias

measures are needed in PTSD research. To address

these concerns, our research group adapted a standard

dot probe task (Bradley et al. 1997) to include photo-

graphs of African American (AA) and Caucasian (C)

models displaying emotional facial expressions,

including anger. Considering the high rates of inter-

personal trauma experienced by participants in our

study population (Schwartz et al. 2005 ; Gillespie et al.

2009), most of whom are AA, these stimuli are par-

ticularly salient.

Trauma-related stimuli not only capture attentional

resources in individuals with PTSD, but also provoke

exaggerated physiological reactions (Pitman et al.

1999 ; McTeague et al. 2010), including startle response,

that persist in the absence of these stimuli. Fear

conditioning and extinction paradigms have been

valuable for exploring the basis of this heightened

physiological arousal. Specifically, individuals with

PTSD have shown exaggerated physiological re-

sponse compared with PTSD-free controls during

conditioned fear learning (Lissek et al. 2005) and ex-

tinction processes (Norrholm et al. 2011).

During fear conditioning, a previously neutral

stimulus comes to elicit a defensive physiological re-

sponse (e.g. increased arousal) after repeated pairings

with a threat-related or aversive stimulus (Pavlov,

1927, see review by Phelps & LeDoux, 2005). Some

theorists have proposed that individuals with PTSD

demonstrate exaggerated physiological and behav-

ioral responses in response to trauma-related or

neutral stimuli as a result of abnormal fear condition-

ing processes (Davis, 1992). Fear conditioning para-

digms have been useful for identifying atypical fear

processes in PTSD (e.g. see Morgan et al. 1997 ; Grillon

& Morgan, 1999 ; Bremner et al. 2005; Jovanovic et al.

2009b, c ; Milad et al. 2009).

Extinction is a type of learning that occurs when a

neutral cue, previously paired with an aversive

stimulus during conditioning, appears repeatedly in

the absence of the aversive stimulus. This process

promotes attenuation of the heightened physiological

response observed during conditioning (Phelps et al.

2004). Findings from recent studies indicate that PTSD

is also characterized by an inability to inhibit fear re-

sponses during fear extinction (Norrholm et al. 2011).

In sum, attention biases to trauma-related cues,

conditioned fear learning and extinction are processes

that have been implicated in the pathophysiology

of PTSD, but surprisingly few studies have directly

investigated the relationship between these processes.

In one study, (Elsesser et al. 2004) a dot probe task

(including trauma-relevant, generally aversive, neu-

tral and positive pictures) and a startle paradigm were

administered to healthy controls (HCs) and trauma

survivors, a minority of whom met criteria for acute

stress disorder (1%) or PTSD (21%). Trauma survivors

and PTSD patients viewed trauma-related pictures

longer than HCs, but no statistically significant

between-group differences were found for attention

bias scores. However, PTSD patients demonstrated a

higher startle amplitude than HCs. Correlations be-

tween attention bias scores and startle response were

not reported, but viewing time for trauma-related

images was negatively correlated with startle response

in traumatized participants, possibly indicating that

exaggerated startle responses were related to atten-

tional avoidance of trauma cues in traumatized in-

dividuals. Altogether, their findings suggest that, in

trauma survivors, greater physiological arousal may

be related to attentional disruption to trauma cues, but

provide no information about whether attention biases

are associated with atypical physiological responses

during fear acquisition or extinction in PTSD.

In sum, previous studies have demonstrated re-

lationships between attentional disruption and re-

sponse to fear-potentiated startle probes (Elsesser et al.

2005). However, few studies have investigated the re-

lationship between attention biases to threat and fear

acquisition and extinction processes in individuals

with PTSD. Establishing a link between these associ-

ative and attentional processes would provide a richer

understanding of pathophysiological processes that

maintain PTSD symptomatology. Thus, the objective

of this study was to examine associations among

PTSD, attention bias for threat (conveyed in angry
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facial expressions), fear acquisition and extinction.

We hypothesized that : (1) participants with current

PTSD would demonstrate significant attention biases

for threat, relative to traumatized controls, given the

mixed findings in the current literature, these biases

may manifest either toward or away from the cue;

(2) PTSD participants would demonstrate increased

fear expression during fear acquisition and impaired

fear inhibition during fear extinction, relative to con-

trols ; (3) attention biases for threat would be signifi-

cantly associated with increased startle during fear

learning and impaired fear inhibition during extinc-

tion in individuals with PTSD, but not traumatized

controls, after controlling for trauma exposure.

Method

Participants

Participants were recruited through an ongoing study

of risk factors for PTSD in a highly traumatized urban

population. Study procedures were approved by the

Institutional Review Boards of Emory University and

Georgia State University, Atlanta, Georgia. Patients

were deemed eligible for participation if they were

able to give informed consent. A total of 69 adult males

and females aged 18–59 years participated in this

study. Data from five of these participants, however,

were excluded from analyses due to poor dot probe

task performance (more than 20% skipped trials or

trial errors), yielding a final sample of 64 participants.

Participants in the final sample were primarily

female (61%) and AA (95%) and were, on average,

38 years of age (S.D.=12.5), demographically similar to

our earlier study (Fani et al. 2010). Most participants

had obtained f12 years of education (77%) and re-

ported household monthly incomes of f$1000 (68%).

Participants were administered the PTSD Symptom

Scale (PSS), described below, to assess for the presence

of PTSD symptoms and as proxy for assessment of

DSM-IV criteria for current PTSD. Based on these

criteria, 39 participants were classified as trauma con-

trols (Control) and 25 were classified as PTSD+. Most

participants experienced different trauma types, pre-

dominantly interpersonal in nature, as evidenced

by previous studies sampling this population (e.g.

Schwartz et al. 2005 ; Bradley et al. 2008). All clinical

measures were administered orally by trained inter-

viewers to decrease potential confounds introduced

by literacy problems common to this population.

No significant differences were found in demo-

graphic characteristics between PTSD and Control

groups, including age, household monthly income

and educational level (p>0.05). Mean total PSS score

for controls was 8.4 (S.D.=6.6) ; mean total PSS score

for PTSD participants was 27.4 (S.D.=10.8). We did not

exclude participants due to use of psychotropic

medication, given that psychotropic medication use

was not a common occurrence in this study. None

of the 39 controls was taking psychotropic medication.

Of the 25 PTSD participants, one was taking selective

serotonin re-uptake inhibitors and benzodiazepines

and another participant was taking only benzodiaze-

pines.

Measures

PTSD Symptom Scale

The PSS (Falsetti et al. 1993) was used to evaluate

for presence and severity of PTSD symptomatology;

it includes 17 items assessing for the presence of

PTSD symptoms in the past 2 weeks based on DSM-IV

criteria and a final item measuring symptom duration.

For the purposes of this study, participants were

classified as PTSD+ if they endorsed one or more

symptoms in the re-experiencing cluster, three or

more symptoms in the avoidance/numbing cluster,

two or more symptoms in the hyperarousal cluster

and three or more months symptom duration, in

keeping with DSM-IV PTSD criteria.

Traumatic Events Interview (TEI)

The TEI is a clinician-administered questionnaire

that assesses number and type of traumatic incidents

experienced throughout the lifetime. Consistent with

prior research (Gillespie et al. 2009), total level of

trauma exposure was measured by number of types of

traumatic experiences reported by study participants.

Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ) (Bernstein

et al. 2003)

The CTQ is a 28-item self-report measure of child

maltreatment and neglect that yields a total childhood

trauma index used for the purposes of the present

study.

Dot Probe Task

Details regarding task structure have been published

previously (Fani et al. 2010) and are described briefly

in Fig. 1. Emotion bias scores were calculated by sub-

tracting response time to emotion-congruent stimuli

(probes that replace neutral pictures) from response

time to emotion-incongruent stimuli (probes that re-

place happy or threatening pictures). Emotion bias

scores were further decomposed into threat and

happy bias scores (for both AA and C faces) ; race-

specific bias scores were also generated. A positive

score indicates attention bias toward the selected

Attention bias toward threat and fear-potentiated startle 535



emotion; negative scores indicate bias away from the

emotion. This task was administered to participants

following the fear acquisition paradigm and immedi-

ately prior to the fear extinction paradigm.

Startle response measurement

Startle response data were acquired using the electro-

myography (EMG) module of the Biopac MP150 for

Windows (Biopac Systems, Inc., USA). The acquired

data were sampled at 1000 Hz, filtered, rectified and

smoothed using MindWare software (MindWare

Technologies Ltd, USA) and exported for statistical

analyses. The EMG signal was filtered with low- and

high-frequency cut-offs at 28 and 500 Hz, respectively.

The maximum amplitude of the eyeblink muscle

contraction 20–200 ms after presentation of the startle

probe was used as a measure of acoustic startle re-

sponse. As previously described (Jovanovic et al.

2005, 2006), the eyeblink component of acoustic startle

response was measured by EMG recordings of the

right orbicularis oculi muscle with two 5-mm Ag/

AgCl electrodes filled with electrolyte gel. One elec-

trode was positioned 1 cm below the pupil of the

right eye and the other was 1 cm below the lateral

canthus. Impedance levels were <6 kV for each

participant. The startle probe was a 108-dB(A) sound

pressure level (SPL), 40 ms burst of broadband noise

with near instantaneous rise time, delivered binaurally

through headphones.

Fear-potentiated startle

The fear-potentiated startle task included two phases :

fear acquisition ; extinction. The fear acquisition phase

began with six startle probes presented alone [noise-

alone (NA) trials] in order to reduce initial startle re-

activity. This phase was followed by a conditioned

stimulus (CS) habituation phase, in which stimuli

were presented without the aversive unconditioned

stimulus (UCS). Immediately following habituation,

participants underwent the conditioning phase,

which consisted of three blocks, each comprising four

trials of each CS type and four NA trials, for a total

of 12 trials per block. All CS+ trials were reinforced

with the UCS; CSx trials were not reinforced. The

UCS was a 250-ms airblast with an intensity of 140 psi

directed to the larynx. This UCS has been used in our

previous studies (Jovanovic et al. 2005 ; Norrholm et al.

2006) and produces robust fear-potentiated startle.

The conditioned stimuli were different colored shapes

presented on a computer monitor, 6 s in duration. The

extinction phase began 10 min after fear acquisition,

consisting of six blocks, each with four trials of each

CS type and four NA trials. During this phase, neither

CS was reinforced with the UCS. In all phases of the

experiment, inter-trial intervals were of randomized

duration ranging from 9 to 22 s.

Statistical analyses

Fear-potentiated startle was calculated using a differ-

ence score obtained by subtracting startle magnitude

to the NA trials from the startle magnitude on CS+
trials and CSx trials for each conditioning block. To

examine differences in fear conditioning between

groups, a repeated-measure analysis of variance

(ANOVA) was conducted with diagnostic group as

the between-groups factor (PTSD, Control) and trial

type as the repeated measure (CS+, CSx) during late

acquisition (i.e. blocks 2 and 3, when discrimination is

maximal). Significant interaction effects were followed

by univariate ANOVA comparing diagnostic groups

within each trial type.

Extinction to the previously reinforced CS+ was

divided into early (blocks 1 and 2), mid (blocks 3 and

4) and late (blocks 5 and 6) phases. Fear-potentiated

500 ms 500 ms 1100 ms

Fig. 1. Dot Probe Task. Each dot probe trial began with the presentation of a central fixation cross for 500 ms, immediately

followed by a pair of face photographs (both of the same actor) for 500 ms ; in each pair, a threatening, happy or neutral face was

paired with a neutral face. After the offset of the face pair, an asterisk was presented in place of one of the faces. Participants

indicated as quickly as possible with a forced-choice button press response whether the asterisk appeared on the left- or

right-hand side of the screen. This task consisted of 80 randomly ordered trials (32 positive-neutral, 32 threat-neutral and

16 neutral-neutral face pairs, all posed by female actors). The faces used in this task were selected from three separate sets of

stimuli ; African American (AA) faces were selected from the Center for Productive Aging (Minear & Park, 2004) and

NimStim (Tottenham et al. 2009) databases and Caucasian (C) faces were selected from a commonly used version of the dot

probe (Bradley et al. 1997). A total of 50% AA and 50% C face pairs were used in this version of the dot probe.
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startle during extinction was entered as a within-

groups variable with three levels (three phases) in a

repeated-measures ANOVA, with diagnosis as the

between-subjects variable. Significant interaction ef-

fects were decomposed by comparing diagnostic

groups within each phase using univariate ANOVA.

Extinction data from nine subjects (three PTSD, six

Controls) were missing due to computer or exper-

imenter error. Thus, extinction analyses included 55

subjects ; dot probe and fear acquisition analyses in-

cluded 64 subjects.

Mean attention bias scores for AA and C threaten-

ing faces were compared using a univariate ANOVA.

Where significant (p<0.05) differences were found

between PTSD and control groups for mean attention

bias to threat, these scores were entered into corre-

lational analyses with startle variables (late acquisition

for CS+, late acquisition for CSx, early extinction,

middle extinction, late extinction). Finally, regression

analyses including trauma incidence, PTSD status

and attention bias score as predictors were included

to examine their unique associations with fear

learning and extinction. Significance threshold was

set at a<0.05. Repeated-measures analyses used the

Sphericity-Assumed statistic.

Results

Significant between-group differences were found for

mean PSS (PTSD=27.4, S.D.=10.8 ; Control=8.3,

S.D.=6.6, F1,63=76.3), CTQ (PTSD=51.9, S.D.=22.6 ;

Control=38.6, S.D.=14.1, F1,62=8.3, p<0.05) and TEI

(means : PTSD=3.9, S.D.=2 ; Control=2.7, S.D.=1.7,

F1,63=5.9, p<0.05) scores. A three-way ANOVA of

attention bias for emotion (threatening, happy), race

(C and AA), by diagnosis demonstrated a significant

interaction of race and PTSD (F1,62=4.39, p<0.05) and

a trend for emotion (F1,62=3.17, p=0.08). Follow-up

ANOVA indicated that participants with PTSD dem-

onstrated significant attentional biases toward threat,

compared with Controls, expressed in C (F1,62=5.17,

p<0.05), but not AA (F1,62=1.11, p>0.05) faces (see

Table 1). However, no significant between-group

differences were found (PTSD versus Controls) for

mean threat bias score (AA and C faces, combined;

F1,62=0.91, p>0.05) or mean happy bias score (AA and

C faces, combined; F1,62=0.38, p>0.05). No significant

effects of gender or gender/PTSD interaction were

found on threat bias.

Fig. 2a shows fear conditioning results between

PTSD and Controls. A repeated-measures ANOVA of

fear-potentiated startle during the late acquisition

phase with trial type (CS+, CSx) as a within-groups

variable and diagnostic group (PTSD, Control) as a

between-subjects factor revealed a significant main

effect of trial type (F1,62=19.40, p<0.001), a significant

main effect of group (F1,62=4.89, p<0.05) and an inter-

action effect (F1,62=3.95, p=0.05). Follow-up ANOVA

of diagnostic groups within each trial type showed

that PTSD subjects had higher fear-potentiated startle

to the CS+ (threat cue) than Controls (F1,62=6.21,

p<0.05) ; however, there was no group difference in

fear-potentiated startle to the CSx.

Fig. 2b shows fear extinction results between PTSD

and Controls. A repeated-measures ANOVA of fear-

potentiated startle to the CS+ with extinction phase

(early, mid, late) as a within-groups variable and di-

agnostic group (PTSD, Control) as a between-subjects

factor revealed a significant main effect of phase

(F2,106=31.59, p<0.001), a significant main effect of

group (F1,53=8.94, p<0.005), and a significant interac-

tion effect (F2,106=6.88, p<0.005). Follow-up ANOVA

of diagnostic groups within each phase of extinction

indicated that PTSD subjects had higher fear-

potentiated startle than Controls during early extinc-

tion (F1,54=8.99, p<0.005) and mid-extinction

(F1,54=9.15, p<0.005), but not during late extinction.

To examine the effect of the degree of fear acquisition

on extinction, we compared fear-potentiated startle

during extinction divided by each individual’s level of

fear-potentiated startle to the CS+ during late acqui-

sition. After correcting for fear acquisition, PTSD sub-

jects still displayed higher levels of fear-potentiated

startle during early extinction (F1,54=6.58, p<0.05) ;

however, there were no longer group differences in

mid-extinction.

Table 1. Mean (S.D.) attention bias scores for PTSD and control groups (n=64)

Group n Threat bias Happy bias

AA face

threat bias

C face

threat bias

AA face

happy bias

C face

happy bias

Control 39 3.43 (50.6) x6.66 (38.6) 10.22 (57.15) x3.79 (65.73) x9.32 (69) x3.06 (49)

PTSD 25 15.44 (46.8) 0.15 (49.89) x6.33 (67.26) 35.26 (69.02)* x8.63 (62.27) 6.9 (59.66)

PTSD, Post-traumatic stress disorder ; AA, African American ; C, Caucasian.

* Indicates significant between-group difference.
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Threat bias for C faces significantly and positively

correlated with startle response during late acquisition

to danger signals (r=0.41, p<0.05) as well as startle

response during early extinction (r=0.52, p<0.05) in

PTSD subjects (see Table 2). Although threat bias for

C faces demonstrated a weak negative correlation

with acquisition of safety signals (r=x0.31, p=0.055)

in Controls, no significant correlations were found for

threat bias for C faces and late acquisition of danger

signals or early or mid-extinction.

Hierarchical regressions including trauma history,

PTSD diagnosis, threat bias, and the interaction

of PTSD/threat bias were conducted to examine

independent contributions of PTSD and threat bias to

fear expression after controlling for trauma incidence.

In the first model (see Table 3), total incidence of

child and adult trauma exposure did not contribute

a significant amount of variance to fear acquisition

(R2=0.01, p>0.05). However, when added to this

model, a PTSD diagnosis contributed significantly (R2

change=0.13, p<0.05), making the overall model

significant (R2=0.14, p=0.03). Added to this model,

attention bias for threatening C faces (R2 change=0.09,

p<0.05) also contributed significantly to the variance

in fear acquisition (R2 of overall model=0.23). Finally,

an interaction term of threat bias for C faces and PTSD

added significantly to the overall model (R2 change=
0.08, p<0.05) ; the overall model was significant

(F5,62=4.88, p<0.01 and accounted for 30% of the

variance in fear acquisition.

In the second model (see Table 4), total incidence

of child and adult trauma exposure did not contribute

a significant amount of variance to fear inhibition

(R2=0.01, p>0.05. However, when added to this

model, a PTSD diagnosis contributed significantly (R2

change=0.16, p<0.05) to the overall model (R2=0.18,

p<0.05). Attention bias for threatening C faces pro-

duced a significant R2 change (0.10, p<0.05) and

addition of the interaction of threat bias for C faces and

PTSD (R2 change=0.17, p<0.05) improved the overall

model (R2=0.44, p<0.001).

Discussion

We used a direct, emotionally salient visual attention

task and a fear-potentiated startle paradigm to exam-

ine associations among attention biases and learning

to acquire and extinguish fear. The findings from

this study were largely consistent with our primary

hypotheses. Relative to traumatized controls, partici-

pants with PTSD demonstrated significantly greater

attention bias toward threat, indicating that PTSD in

this population is characterized by a threat-orienting

attention style. Although this may be adaptive in the

presence of actual threat, in the absence of danger this

bias can prevent adequate processing of other relevant

environmental information. Neglecting other import-

ant environmental cues (including signals indicating

safety) may lead to an inappropriate, exaggerated fear

response, which is a characteristic of PTSD.

Additionally, this bias was specific to threatening C,

but not AA, faces in participants with PTSD, relative

to controls. This may suggest that threatening facial

expressions in racial ‘out-group’ members may be

particularly arousing, and possibly more threatening,

than those of ‘ in-group’ members for this sample of

minority individuals with PTSD. Given that other

social cognitive studies have observed tendencies to
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Fig. 2. Mean+S.E. (a) Fear-potentiated startle during the late

acquisition phase across conditioned stimulus (CS) type and

group. Startle was higher during the reinforced conditioned

stimulus (CS+) than the non-reinforced conditioned

stimulus (CSx) in both groups. The traumatized group with

post-traumatic stress disorder (&, PTSD) had increased

startle to the CS+ compared with the traumatized Control

group (%). Fear-potentiated startle was defined as the

difference score between the startle magnitude to the CS

minus startle magnitude to noise alone. (b) Fear-potentiated

startle to the CS+ during extinction across phase and group.

Startle decreased over the three phases of extinction in both

groups. Startle was higher during the early and middle

extinction phases in the PTSD+ group compared with the

traumatized Control group. Fear-potentiated startle was

defined as the difference score between the startle magnitude

to the CS minus startle magnitude to noise alone. * p<0.05 ;

** p<0.01 ; *** p<0.001.
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view familiar faces as more positively valenced than

novel faces (Claypool et al. 2007), our findings may

indicate that expressions of threat in less familiar,

other-race faces capture greater attentional resources

in this minority sample. Due to the likelihood that

individuals in this population lived in racially

homogenous neighborhoods and interacted with

other-race individuals less frequently, C faces (par-

ticularly those conveying anger) may be more arous-

ing, and potentially more threatening, to individuals

with PTSD, as compared to threatening facial ex-

pressions of same-race individuals.

Relative to traumatized controls, this group of

individuals with PTSD also demonstrated enhanced

fear-potentiated startle to conditioned stimuli that

signaled threat (CS+) and an impaired ability to in-

hibit this response during early and middle extinction

phases. These data indicate that PTSD subjects have

exaggerated fear expression to threat cues during

conditioning and that it takes longer for this exagger-

ated fear response to extinguish. These findings sup-

port our primary hypotheses and are consistent with

other recent findings in PTSD (Jovanovic et al. 2009b,

2010 ; Norrholm et al. 2011). Interestingly, individuals

with PTSD demonstrated startle responses compar-

able with those of controls during the latest phase of

extinction. This suggests that PTSD is best character-

ized by fear inhibition deficits during earlier extinction

learning stages and that these deficits may not be

apparent after repeated, prolonged exposure trials.

Data from our recent extinction study (Norrholm et al.

2011) suggest that startle in the early phase of extinc-

tion is related to fear expression, as it is correlated with

the level startle to the CS+ (i.e. danger signal) at the

end of acquisition. We have termed this heightened

fear expression in PTSD ‘fear load’, evidenced by

exaggerated fear during late acquisition and early ex-

tinction (Norrholm et al. 2011). It is important to note

that even after accounting for the degree of fear in late

acquisition, PTSD subjects still demonstrated higher

fear-potentiated startle (i.e. less fear inhibition) during

early extinction relative to controls.

We found that this increased fear load is associated

with attentional orienting to threat, even after

controlling for trauma exposure, and that these as-

sociations were relevant to a diagnosis of PTSD

(demonstrated by a significant threat bias/PTSD di-

agnosis interaction). This implies that enhanced

physiological response during fear learning is closely

linked to a threat-orienting attentional style in indi-

viduals with PTSD, but not controls. It remains

unclear whether attention biases or exaggerated re-

sponses during fear conditioning are first to emerge.

Some studies of healthy individuals suggest that at-

tention biases develop due to atypical fear learning

processes (Kelly & Forsyth, 2007), while others suggest

that these biases modulate magnitude of fear re-

sponses during startle conditioning (Filion et al. 1998).

Nonetheless, there may be common physiological

mechanisms associated with these phenomena; one

possibility is hypersensitization of excitatory neural

networks that facilitate rapid detection and response

to threat (Bishop, 2007).

Regression analyses indicated that, in isolation,

a PTSD diagnosis was not significant in the overall

models. However, the interaction of a PTSD diagnosis

Table 2. Intercorrelations among attention bias for threatening Caucasian faces and fear-potentiated startle

Participants with PTSD (n=25) 2 3 4 5 6

1. FPS late acquisition (CS+) 0.474* 0.633** 0.391 x0.131 0.413*

2. FPS late acquisition (CSx) 0.380 0.377 0.132 0.154

3. FPS early extinction (CS+) 0.826** 0.509* 0.516*

4. FPS middle extinction (CS+) 0.709* 0.215

5. FPS late extinction (CS+) 0.081

6. Attention bias for threat x

Controls (n=39) 2 3 4 5 6

1. FPS late acquisition (CS+) 0.653** 0.582** 0.34 0.142 0.130

2. FPS late acquisition (CSx) 0.58** 0.467** 0.105 x0.310

3. FPS early extinction (CS+) 0.711** 0.538** x0.044

4. FPS middle extinction (CS+) 0.498** x0.134

5. FPS late extinction (CS+) 0.083

6. Attention bias for threat x

PTSD, Post-traumatic stress disorder ; FPS, fear-potentiated startle ; CS, conditioned stimulus.

* p<0.05, ** p<0.01.
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and attention bias to threat was significant, indicating

that the combined effects of PTSD and threat bias

contribute significantly to fear-potentiated startle re-

sponse during acquisition and inhibition. Successful

fear extinction is likely to be modulated by the atten-

tional resources available to the individual and an

inefficient, over-vigilant attentional style may impair

adequate inhibition of the fear response. Additionally,

childhood maltreatment, but not adult trauma, was

also found to be a significant predictor of this fear

load, which is consistent with earlier findings (Pole

et al. 2007 ; Jovanovic et al. 2009a), suggesting that

exaggerated startle may be a physiological marker of

childhood maltreatment.

These findings provide evidence for associations

between two processes that are likely to play critical

roles in the creation or maintenance of PTSD.

Although their neural correlates have not been exten-

sively investigated in PTSD, some evidence suggests

that a common neural circuit may mediate the ex-

pression of these phenomena. Components of this

circuit include the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex

(vlPFC), medial prefrontal cortex [(mPFC); including

the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC)] and the amyg-

dala. The individual components of this circuit are

differentially responsible for facilitated attention to

threat and inhibition/control of fear response and

have functioned atypically in anxious individuals

during attention and response inhibition tasks. For

example, one study indicated that, anxious ado-

lescents, relative to healthy adolescents, demonstrated

increased vlPFC activation to threatening facial ex-

pressions presented in the context of a dot probe task

(Monk et al. 2006). Increased activity in the amygdala,

a brain region that mediates rapid attention to threat

(Phelps & LeDoux, 2005), has also been implicated

in fear conditioning (LaBar et al. 1998 ; Bremner et al.

2005 ; Knight et al. 2005) and the mPFC appears rel-

evant to both fear learning and extinction in adults. In

a study of healthy individuals, Milad and colleagues

found increased mPFC [specifically, dorsal aspects of

the ACC (dACC)] activation during presentation of

reinforced conditioned stimuli (danger cues) relative

to presentation of non-reinforced conditioned stimuli

(safety cues), indicating that this ACC region is related

to fear expression, whereas ventromedial aspects

of the prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) were related to fear

inhibition (Milad et al. 2007). In a study of PTSD, Milad

and colleagues found less activation in vmPFC and

more activation in the dACC during extinction learn-

ing in individuals with PTSD compared with trau-

matized controls (Milad et al. 2009).

Taken together, these findings suggest that alter-

ations in activation in distinct components of these

neural circuits, including the amygdala, vlPFC and

dorsal and ventral aspects of the mPFC, are relevant to

Table 3. Contributions of PTSD, attention bias for threat, and

interaction of PTSD/threat bias on late fear acquisition after

controlling for incidence of childhood and adult trauma (n=64)

R2 b p

Step 1 CTQ total 0.01 x0.37 0.41

TEI total 2.54 0.57

Step 2 CTQ total 0.14 x0.68 0.18

TEI total 1.07 0.80

PTSD diagnosis 43.29 0.005*

Step 3 CTQ total 0.23 x0.79 0.06

TEI total 0.92 0.82

PTSD diagnosis 35.42 0.017*

Threat bias# 0.25 0.013*

Step 4 CTQ total 0.3 x1.05 0.013*

TEI total 4.87 0.24

PTSD diagnosis 25.19 0.09

Threat bias# x0.46 0.13

PTSD/Threat bias 0.5 0.017*

Interaction

PTSD, Post-traumatic stress disorder ; CTQ, Childhood

Trauma Questionnaire ; TEI, Traumatic Events Interview.

* Dependent variable=startle response, late acquisition

(p<0.05).

#Represents threat bias for Caucasian faces only.

Table 4. Contributions of PTSD, attention bias for threat, and

interaction of PTSD/threat bias on early extinction after

controlling for incidence of childhood and adult trauma (n=55)

R2 b p

Step 1 CTQ total 0.01 x0.19 0.74

TEI total 5.1 0.39

Step 2 CTQ total 0.18 x0.73 0.2

TEI total 3.53 0.52

PTSD diagnosis 64.18 0.003*

Step 3 CTQ total 0.28 x0.87 0.11

TEI total 3.35 0.52

PTSD diagnosis 52.06 0.011*

Threat bias# 0.35 0.012*

Step 4 CTQ total 0.44 x1.3 0.01*

TEI total 11.04 0.03*

PTSD diagnosis 29.21 0.12

Threat bias# x1.12 0.008*

PTSD/Threat bias 1.0 <0.001*

Interaction

PTSD, Post-traumatic stress disorder ; CTQ, Childhood

Trauma Questionnaire ; TEI, Traumatic Events Interview.

* Dependent variable=startle response, early extinction

(p<0.05).

#Represents threat bias for Caucasian faces only.
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attention biases to threat as well as fear learning and

inhibition. Given the findings of the present study and

the indications of previous studies, attentional biases

and learned fear responses may be associated with

imbalances in the neural network that mediates these

functions. Future studies combining these behavioral

and psychophysiological techniques with neuro-

imaging will be useful toward elucidating patterns of

dysfunction in this network.

Several study limitations must be noted. As stated

earlier, the design of this study precluded determi-

nation of the primacy of these processes (i.e. which

process was first to emerge and which modulates the

other). It is unclear whether attentional manipulation

during fear acquisition or extinction would lead to

attenuated fear expression during either phase ; this is

a worthy target for future investigation. Also, partici-

pants were not excluded for psychotropic medication

usage, a potential confounding variable. Other limi-

tations include our measures of PTSD and trauma

exposure ; like most self-report measures, there is the

possibility for biases in reporting (over- or under-

reporting). Another limitation is related to our atten-

tion bias paradigm; given that the dot probe stimuli

exclusively comprised female photographs, we were

unable to examine possible gender-specific effects on

biases. We were likewise unable to determine whether

there were between-group differences in valence or

arousal for these stimuli. Additionally, although we

chose to study a population that is largely neglected in

the PTSD literature, the selection of such a racially

homogenous sample may limit the generalizability of

these results to other traumatized populations.

In summary, we found that preferential allocation

of attention toward threat was associated with

heightened fear expression in this sample of individ-

uals with PTSD. Given that attention bias toward

threat is linked with psychopathology, it is likely that

this bias represents a maladaptive attention style,

which may create or maintain symptoms. We found

that this bias toward threat in other-race faces was

associated with enhanced fear-potentiated startle re-

sponses during fear acquisition and extinction in in-

dividuals with PTSD. In contrast, traumatized controls

demonstrated little to no attention bias to threat and

had lower physiological reactions during fear learning

and inhibition. By elucidating the nature and direction

of the associations between these processes in PTSD,

future treatments can be manipulated to better target

and correct these processes. We speculate that atypical

patterns of activation in medial prefrontal circuits may

be responsible for these phenomena; thus, neuro-

imaging research combining these paradigms is valu-

able toward obtaining a richer understanding of

neural circuits engaged in these processes.
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